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Upon the invitation of the State of Kuwait, the "Kuwait

Regional Seminar on Appraisal of The United Nations’ Technical

Assistance" was held in Kuwait during the period I~ -17 March

1~o3.

The Seminar was sponsored by the l,~,inistry of Planning in

collaboration with tile United Nations Development Programme

Office in Kuwait {UNOP),

The Seminar was attended by Representatives from the

following States:-

- Bahrain

- Iraq

- Kuwait

- Oman

- Qatar

- Saudi Arabia

- United Arab Emir~tes

- Yemen

- Representative from the Secretariat of the Gulf Co-operation

Council "G.C.C."

The Seminar started with opening statements delivered oy H,E.

~mr. Abdul Latif Yousef AI-Hamad, the Minister of Finance and Planning

of the State of Kuwait, and Hr. Othman /~bdul Sal~rn Hashim, the Residel

Representative of the United Notions D~velop~ent Programme in Kuwait.

Aftcr the Opening Ceremony, the Seminar took place at the

Computer Training Centre of the ~inistry of Planning.



The sessions of the S~minar were orgenized according to

the Agenda which was prepared by the organizers as follows:-

A - Discussion on the basic information contained in the document

which w~s prepared by the Ministry of Planning, collaboration

with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and which

consists of:-

* UNDP Organlzational Structure and the active departments of

U.N. in the field of t~chnical co-op~ration.

* Role of Executing Agencies in implementing the development

projects and progr~mmes.

* Country Programme for Technical Assistance.

* The experience of the St:te of Kuwait in preparing the Country

Programme.

* Design, formulation and ~ppraisal of Project &ocuments.

* Regional, Intcr-r~gional ~nd Global Programmes,

* Financial Resources,

B~ Discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of the U.N.

Technical ,&ssistance.

C~- Rccommendatiuns on the appraiscl ~f U.N. Tuchnic~l Assistance.

Th~ p~rticipants ~xpressed the appreciation of th~ Arab Countries

towards the important rcle Gf UNDP and the Speciolized Agencies
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in supporting and i~plementing th~ development projects and

programmes in the developing countries, especially the Arab

Countries.

Recognizing the importance of this role, the participants

reviewed the document which is submitted by the Semincr

organizers. It includes a comprehensive revision of the

organizational structure of the U.N. ~gencies which specializes

in technical co-operation and their executive role in studying,

formulating, impl~menting and following up the Natiunal

Developmental Projects and Programmes. They also discussed

positive aspects which help in implementing these Technical

Progrommes, and the negative aspects which impedes their imple-

mentation.

I. AdvantGges of U.N. Technical AssistancQ:-

I . The technical assistance provided through United Nations

and its specialized agencies, is considered one of the

active resources which help in:

Preparing and implementing developmental projects,

training of national staff, and transfer of techn~lugy

~nd skills through providing expertise, aUvisory and

consultancy services and fellowships and training

courses.

Th~ Country Programme for technical assistance provi~s the

best approach for co-urdinativn and management ~f U.i~.
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activities, in which all Experts and Projects are gatherea

under one umbrella. S~ all these projects can be supervised,

followed-up and evaluated. This programme gives in advance

the chance to know the needs of the concerned authoritias of

technical assistance for the coming years, ond emphasizes

the availability of capacities and obligations which is

required from the country such as Finance and Counterparts.

Disadvantages of U.N. TEchnical ~ssistance:-

I - The delay in receiving the expcrts nominations and

recruitment measures through UI(DP - which takes a long

time in most cases for one year - r6sults in extenbing

the duration of the project and delaying its implementation,

in case of unavailability of experts in time ~nd of the

required number.

- The unavailability of certain higi~ calibre experts -

sometimes - through UNDP and its specialized agencies

results in nominating po~r quality candiuates by UNDP

to work as project experts.

3 - Preference of U.N, Experts to wcrk in countries which

provide facilitics such as housing, transportJtion, etc.

- The delay in receiving some equipments and requirements

on time which are included in the projcct Gucument,

results in Colaying the project and programme implementation,
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5 - The specialized agencies do not - sometimes - implement

the scholarships and training courses foreseen for the

national staff~ in addition to the complicated measures

in sending the national staff for Training.

- The Technical Assistance which is provide6 by UNDP is

less beneficial for some countries due to the following:

A - Reducing. the (IPF) which is offered to countries by UNDP.

B - Raising of overhead cost of the Project from ~% to I~%.

C - The UNDP keeps 20% from the (IPF) as Reserve, so the Government

covers any deficit in financing the country programme.

D - The high increase of the Experts cost, affects the projects

cost and implementation.

The Country should bear any additional expenses in implementing

programmes which are approved, duc to UNDP rules and regulations

towards its financial prGblems.

F - In some cases - the project document is not technically vr

adequately prepared - which leads tu misunderstanding of the

objectives and the work plan of these projects therefure

leading to financial, administrativ~ and technical difficulties

at the implementation stage.



7 - In Derformin~ their duties, some of the experts

deliberately slow down their work progress and do

not exert continuous efforts to train the National

Counterparts, for the purpose of prolonginc their

assignment ~nd hence keeping their posts for as long

as possible.

- The selection of the expert is depending only upon

information receiveu by UNDP and its specialized

agencies on his (C.V.) which at times may not be true.

Besides, it does not fit his job description. This

action leads to spending time and effurt for receiving

other candidates.

9 - The UNDP and the specialized agencies try to enlarge the

number of exp~rts with the project, and widen the r~nge

of work without any reasonable justification. This

brings an extra inceme to these agencies. On the

other hand, the Government will bear extra expenses,

regardless of the quality and the level of the project.

I~ - The delay of sending the feasibility-studies of prejects,

will delay both, the adoption and the implementation of

these projects.
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11 - The delay in the expert’s evaluation and the delay in

sending a progress report will not give chance to

governments to improve work at project and to avoid

any difficulties befor~ implGmentation.

Iz - Most of the ~xperts - when they prepare any study -

refer to studies and reports which hav~ been done by

previous experts.

13 - Reports which are prepared by evaluation missions,

concentrate on revealing only the good advantages of

the project, and neglecting the disadvantages, so as

to give a good impression about the project and to

justify its continuity.

14 - Some of the executing agencies - sometimes - transfer

their experts to work at projects in other countries

without replacing other qualified experts in tim~.

15 - Reports, which are prep~red by experts on projects d~ not

represent the actual progress and achievements made.

16 - The National agency which is responsible for the project,

does not tak~ part in preparing the periodical report o~

the project.
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17 - Some of the project documcnts do not include enough

information about:-

- Objectives of the project

- Experts duties and responsibilities

- Duration for the required achievements of the project

which makes the implementation of the project in variance

with what was intended uf the project. This usually leads to

the need for effort for revising the project document ano

affects the Implement=tion of the project.

18 - The bad organization of visits ef the regional experts

and consultants to the concerned Governmental bugles,

which ore scheduled without informing the officials br

the concerned Governmental bcdles, and without giving

enough time to these authorities to approve or to

arrange programmes for thes~ visits.

19 - Many of the specialized agencies, sell their projects,

by dealing directly witll ministries and other Governmental

bodies without c~mmunicating ~lith the National Cu-ordinating

agency for technical co-op~ration (N.F.P.) or with the

Resident Representative of the United Nations Development

Programme, This results in many Techn,.al, Financial,

Legal and Administrative problems.
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ZO " The duration required for preparing th~ country programme

is a long cno (16 months) This delays the efforts 

the concern~d Governmental bodies, whu usually can assess

their needs and implement their projects within a short

period; bearing in mind, that some cuuntri~s have the

ability and experience fur assessment of their ne~os of
i

experts and technical projects within a short time

period, However some countries may need much time

{more than 18 months) for preparinc their country

programmes.

Zt - Spending much ~i~e (5-b IBonths) for sending the first

draft of the country programme tc the Hcadquarters f~r

revision and to be sent again to the concerned country.

Besides, thcre is no need to seek th~ approval of these

specialized agencies and urbanizations, especially, when

the country programme is fully fundeJ by the Guv~rnment.

22 - In some countries, the UNDP intcrf~res as in the country’s

estimate for the cost ~f its c~untry programme which

indeed does not fit th~ country’s neeos especially, when

the country bears the full c~sts of its country programme.



Z3 - In must cases, the Tripartite Evaluation Missions

organize visits for proje tevaluaticn in some

countries, although these visits are useless especially

when the project is nearing completion.

Z4 - The long-term visits by the Evaluation Missions for the

project, add extra expenses to the project.

25 - The shortage and the unstability of the counterparts

aria their transfer to other jobs cause difficultie~ and

disorder of the project and results in not prc~iding

other counterparts for a very long time.

26 - The tendency of some of the national stcff who are working

at projects and who are being sent for training courses

and workshops to change their work aftzr returning,

henc~ they do not add any experience or benefit to th~

project. This is due to lack of incentives.

27 - The Counterparts and the Governmental bodies are not

capable to evaluate the Exp~rt, because of the lack cf

technical efficiency of the concern~u authorities to

do SO.
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Ill. RECOMMENDATIONS:-

To formul~te necessary arrangements for reducing the

time which is needed for selection of experts.

0
The UNDP should provide the accurate information and

other necessary ~d6itional documents c~ncerning the

nominated expert, because his C.V. is not enough for

selection.

Q
The UNDP should not differentiate in its ~a1~ng ~,ith

Countries whether be it those who are fully financing

their country programme, or those whose peugramm~ is

financed by UNbP, through the I.P.F.

no The UNDP an~ the Executing Agencies, should ~ffer

training courses and the necessary required equipments

on time, in order tc achieve the ~bJectives of the

project.

¯ The Government should provide all ~rrangements, obligations

and counterparts for the ~rcj~ct before the timely

d~livery of experts, so as t~ ~void the delay Gf the expert’s

mission and not to aGversely affect the technical st~ff

in conducting their work¯

o The expert should not involve himsclf in any a~ministrativ~

work at the project, which result in spending I,~uch time on

matters that h~ve no r~iation witi~ the oasic purpose ~f

his assignment¯
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7 - Depending upon the national or the ~rab manpower in

carrying out the required ~Jties at projects, b~side

the assistance of U.N. Experts when it is n~cessary.

B - To benefit from U.N. inter-regional and regional

consultants, whose fr~e-services are offered fGr one

month. So the country can benefit from their availability

for specific short-term assignments.

9 - The progress reports prepared by exp~rts on prqjccts

should include the opinion of the concerned n~t’o1=l

authority (N.F.P.) or the opinion of the assistant

of the project leader.

10 - The project document should include - in addition to

the objectives and duties - the stanearcs of evaluation

and follow-up of implementation, which ~ssist in

achieving the ebjectivcs of the project.

11 - The Government should h~ve the richt in reviewing the

project document according to its circur~stances and

requirements and ~ccording to ~he development and th~

progress of work at the project.
¯ C

12 - The local offices of UNDP should inform the technical

co-operation authority (N.F.P.) ~t the Govcrnnlent ~bout

the exact time of the visits of ~xperts, regional consultonts

or ~xperts from international specialized agencies, at l~ast

one month before the visit and specify its aim in order to
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give the nation~l co-ordination authority enougn time to
arrange thesc visits.

13 - The national authority which is respbnsible for t~chnical

co-operation {N.F.P.) and the UI(DP should take part 

implementing projects in co-operation with international

specialized a;¢ncies and organizations, This will reduce
the costs of the project and will provide supervision,

follow-up and co-ordination with other on-g;ing projects
or with future projects.

14 - The country should have the right to determine the suitable

duration for preparing its country programme, because of

the possibility of submitting the country program~e to

regular sessions or special ~eetin~s of the Governing

Council of U)UP.

15 - Offering incentives and providing conv~.nient circun, stanc~s

for counterparts to attract them to join work with projects

and assuring their continuity.

16 - To utilize qualified ~ational Experts to serve on projects,

which would l~a6 to d~veloping their expeirences and

achieving self-reliance in implementing developmental
projects.

17 - To request th~ AG Fund aria the OPEC Fund for development

(Special Fund) for supporting the d~velopmental projects

in Islamic, ~rahic B~d friendly countries and in the least
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developed countries; and to request the National Institutions

to prepare the necessary ~udies for projects and to take

part in implementing them without depending upon - as much

as possible - international specialized agencies and

organizations.

18 - The necessity of establishing a co-ordinating agency for

technical co-operation tc act as a focal point between the

Resident Representative of UNDP and the international

Specialized Agencies, which in turn contacts the Governmental

bodies to benefit out of these technical assistance,

19 - The importance of strengthening the Governmental departments

and authorities concerned with technical co-opEration with

qualified capacities and experts, in order to be a~le to

organize and manage technical co-op~ration with the United

Nations and its specialized agencies, besides the Arob,

Regional and Islamic organizations and others,

~O - The permanent dc]egatio~s at the Uniteo iWations in N~w York

shou|d strengthon the contact with th~ Arab Regional Bureau

in UNDP in order to collect any required information about

technical assistance.

21 - To emphasize the role of the Resident K_presentative of the

United Nations @evolopment Programme as a Co-ordinator with

the U.N. Executing Agencies and Organizations. And not

encouraging th~ establishme~t of new offices belonging to
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these agencies at the region to avoid ~uplicati.on and

to assure co-ordination,

22 - The Arab Regional Bureau in U~DP should prepare an annual

or periodical Gocument ~n proposed regional Pr(;jects,

It should also fo]low-uF the implementation of these

projects and submit r~lated progress reports,
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